Linvest Chart Chat (152) Nov 18, 2016 Weekly Update

By Lin Yingjun
The U.S. market stalled after the post-election rally. SPY closed at $218.5 last Friday while IWM reached a new
high and QQQ stalled at its resistance level. CBOE (Option Equity Put and Call Ratio, see: $CPCE Chart 2)
turned upwards but did not necessarily indicate sell signal. The breadth indicator within the SPY chart (see the
yellow line on the top of the chart) has been strong and closed just at the resistance point. Therefore, there might
be short alive pull-backs in the coming weeks before the Christmas rally. Nevertheless, if the price of SPY
climbs above $218.5, it will indicate that the U.S. equity market is on its way into new an all-time high.
$VIX is at a support of $12.80, and its next support is at $12.
Last week, I pointed out that the Euro was under pressure due to the strength of the U.S. dollar. This situation
will deteriorate if the December 4th in Italy goes the way of Brexit. I also introduced EUO in my last week
report and would watch closely on Dec 4, 2016 if I have EUO in my portfolio.
The Bank of Canada did not raise its interest rate last week, and as such, the USD/CAD exchange rate continues
its uptrend. Some of our investors also bought UUP to increase their USD value and Canadian investors can buy
DLT.TO to hedge their CAD deprecation in this regard. The Central Bank of China has not shown any intention
to raise their interest rate, and indeed, it is my perspective that USDCNY will likely reach toward $1.00 USD =
￥7, ￥7.2 or more in next year.
The Shanghai composite Index (see: Chart 12) shows that the China equity market is experiencing a bullish
trend. From a technical measurement standpoint, $SSEC is targeting $3400, $3700, and $4200 in the longer
term (see: Excel Sheet). A bullish outlook might be reasonably reversed only if it drops below $2900. The
Chinese stock market’s seasonal strength comes after Chinese New Year and so, CAF and FXI are creditable
ETF then for us to look into it when the time comes.
The price of Gold is at its 1200 zone and where is the support neckline. If there is a bounce, $1250 will be its
resistance. Similarly, $GLD is at $115.15, its neckline support level. If Gold bounces, it can retrace back to
levels between $118.5 and $120. For the moment, however, Gold remains bearish.
Crude oil (see: $WTIC Chart 10) performed in a short-term rally last week. Seasonally-speaking, Crude Oil
prices strengthen starting in January of each year and so, we will have to wait for the appropriate time to long
crude oil. In the meantime, energy stocks are safer to us to hold.
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The price of Natural Gas bottomed out at $2.56. I expect that the price of Natural Gas will venture back into the
$2.9 to $3.1 range over the next while as prices are usually strongest between the middle of November and the
end of January.
That’s it for this week. Thanks for reading and good trading with your plan!
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More intermediate-term trading ideas watch list (Long and short):
The U.S market Indexes ETF: SPY, QQQ, IWM
Treasury bond ETF: TLT vs TBT
Leader stocks: AAPL ,GOOG, CMG, AMZN, ISRG,NFLX, PCLN, CF, FB,TWTR,TSLA,
Bio, health and Pharmaceutical: ACAD, AMPE,ADXS, ACHN, BIIB, ONVO, CRIS, CERS, INSM,TROV , PRTA, RMTI,RTPT, RGLS, NVTA
China Stock: BABA, VIPS, DL, EJ, FENG, JRJC , KNDI, WB, BIDU,SINA, XRS,DANG, XNET, YINN, YANG
Commodites: UNG, NGS, JO, SGG, USO, GDX,GDXJ, SLV, CORN, JNUG ,JDST
Energy and service sector: XLE, PDS, CLF, PBR. SWN, ALA.TO, SU, ECA, BTE, DO, UCO, XLE, SCO. DWTI
Solar Stocks: TAN, CSIQ, CSUN, TSL , SCTY, FSLR, JASO, SPWR
Precious metal,and mining companies: ABX , TCK, X, SMF.TO, GLD, EGO , CG.TO, IMG.TO, EDR.TO, SLW, NEM, SA ,
Prime : AKAM, BA, BX, CVU, MOS, LVS, KEM, HLF,WAG,WDAY, WHR,HSY, ED,
Airline, Cruise , hotel, restaurant: UAL, DAL, ALK, WJA.TO, AC.TO CCL, NCLH, RCL, EAT, MGM, LVS, CEA
Currency pair: EUR/USD: EUO, UUP, FXE; USD/CAD, CAD/USD, FXC
Green: stocks with long position.
Orange: stocks with long positions (small).
Red: stocks with short position.
Black: candidate stocks.
(Note: Some positions are not in the abvove list.)
Notable companies to report earnings and report this week include:






Monday :
Tuesday : WB pm VIPS am SINA pm
Wednesday DLTR am
Thursday DE am
Friday:
*Report date unconfirmed

US Change in Crude Oil Inventories 10:30 AM ET
Weekly Natural gas storage 10:30 AM ET

Members, please feel free to send me a note or call if you would like to discuss any of the above (or other) stocks you are interested in. Please pre-order Earning
Trades at least 2 days prior to stock earning report being issued. Thanks and good trading!

“Success is not the key to happiness.
Happiness is the key to success.
If you love what you are doing, you will be successful.”
Albert Schweitzer
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